
AMONG US SETTINGS: 

 

NEW SERIES: 

If NEW SERIES is red and there are NO OPEN TRADES, the EA will NOT open new trades or start 
trading.  What is a series/cycle:  A SERIES is referring to the multiple trades that the EA will make 
when the market goes against the initial trend and eventually when the market retrace it will hit the 
Take Profit and the EA will close all trades.  At this stage that series has been closed and the EA will 
not open a new series until you make NEW SERIES tab green again. 

If there are open trades and your make NEW SERIES red, then the EA will still handle open trades, it 
will add new trades and keep on trading until it hit TP.  After this the series is closed and it will not 
open new trades because NEW SERIES is red, so it will not start a NEW SERIES 

  



 

 

TRADE BUY and TRADE SELL: 

If you want the EA to only buy make TRADE SELL red, if you want the EA to only sell make TRADE 
BUY red 

If TRADE BUY is red and the EA is in buy orders then it will keep on buying until EA hits TP.  After that 
the EA won't buy again, the same for TRADE SELL 

 

PAUSE BUY and PAUSE SELL: 

If there are open trades and you make PAUSE BUY or PAUSE SELL red then it will immediately stop 
opening new buy or new sell orders.  This may cause a problem because if market keeps on trending 
away from last entry the price has to retrace for a longer distance than set in the “Fix distance” 
settings inside the settings of the EA to be able to hit your TP.  This is normally the function of the 
News Filter (not yet coded in the EA), so you may use it before upcoming red news. 
 



 

CLOSE BUY or CLOSE SELL or ALL 

If you have open buy trades and want to close it then hit “Close Buy”. 
If you have open sell trades and want to close it then hit “Close Sell” 
If you want to close all open trades then hit “ALL” 
 
OPEN BUY and OPEN SELL: 
If you want to add a trade manually then set the lot size and hit “Open Buy” or “Open sell” 

 

STRATEGY SUGGESTIONS USING EA AMONG US: 

EA Among Us works great on eurusd; gbpusd; audusd;; nzdusd; audcad;; eurcad; audchf; nzdchf; 
audnzd; usdchf; cadchf on default 15m.  Avoid yen pairs and eurgbp or eurchf.   Yen pairs and 
eurgbp can trend too much without retracements and can cause a big draw down. 

Try to diversify your pairs.  If you want to trade initial lot of 0.01 for each 3000 and you have 9000 
then use eurusd; audcad and nzdchf.  They do not correlate so the chance that all 3 will go in draw 
down is less.  If you have more money add gbpusd.  You can even make the initial lot size more.  But 
if you trade all the main pairs then the exposure to usd is too big as anything can cause the dollar to 
trend and you may get a draw down on each chart. 

You can also us a cents account and allow bigger lots per pair.  You can add more charts because this 
EA will not trade every day on every chart.  The fact that it does not trade continuously is not bad it 
is because the EA waits for the perfect conditions!   Manage your account, if you want only 3 charts 
to trade, use 5 charts but if you see 3 are in trades disable the other 2 by making NEW SERIES red, 
but make sure they have no open trades.   

 

Watch the Calender here:  https://www.forexfactory.com/calendar  Try to disable non-active charts 
before red news especially before NFP and FOMC. 

The secret is in managing your account, letting some charts trade and others not, watching the draw 
down and using the panel on the chart to manage your risk! 

https://www.forexfactory.com/calendar

